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ABOUT
Horsecoin (HC) is a token based on the
ERC20 Token Standard and inherits the

STAGES
OUR COMPANY
HEAVILY BELIEVES THAT

technological advantages already
gained by ERC20 since its inception.
Smart contracts from Ethereum are
quickly becoming a viable solution to
many of the demands being made by
the crypto industry. Ethereum is
projected to grow tremendously in
2018 and this will only strengthen
Horsecoins position in the market.

OUR VISION
Horsescoin brings the immutability of
blockchain to the Pedigree of Horses.
Through the technological innovation
blockchain brings us we combine the
current systems(which are not fraud
proof) with the fraud proof blochchain
concept. You cannot get tricked into
buying a non full blood for the price of
a full blood.

IF YOU'RE A
GOOD
INVENTOR,
YOU HAVE TO
BE A LITTLE
CRAZY
NICK MEIREMANS
CTO HORSECOIN

PRE-ICO
Investors in this stage are also called
"The lucky ones who got in early". This
stage gives you a tremendous amount
of bonuses because of the risk
involved. This money is not refundable
and will be used for 100% on
horsecoin's marketing

ICO
This stage is less risk-full, the bonuses
will be lower here. If our soft cap
target is not achieved during the
duration of the ICO. You will receive
your money back.

PUBLIC
After the ICO we will list ourself on
exchanges. Risk is low here, also no
bonusses

BONUSES
PRE-ICO: 200%
ICO: Ranging between 100% & 25%

NEVER STOP
INVESTING.
NEVER STOP
IMPROVING.
NEVER STOP

PRE-ICO
BENEFITS
The pre-ICO investors will get their
ETH address build in into the genesis
of Horsecoin.
as holder of Horsecoin you have voting
rights.
all the ICO coins will be transfered to

DOING
SOMETHING
NEW.

the new chain when finished. this
chain will run PoS which will give you

HOW TO BUY
PRE-ICO
FROM THE TEAM
Contact one of the team members,
they will hook you up.

TROUGH ETH
Send at least 0.1 ETH to
0xb8D2Adb361e3C631951b636Dd6f68
C7182d2E6c6
Make sure you send a multiple of
0.01ETH (Eg: 10.854)

THROUGH OTHER
COINS
Contact the team, they will give you

interest on your Horsecoin(estimated

instructions

15%)

BOB PARSONS
BUSINESSMAN

